
Navigating Teachworks

Log in at: redbirdtutoring.teachworks.com/accounts/login

From your Dashboard, you will be able to see your upcoming sessions.



The Calendar shows your completed and upcoming sessions.

The Learners tab shows the names of your learners. If you click on a name, you are able to see their 
information, including their school and any medical issues to be aware of. This information is shared so 
that you can tailor your tutoring, but should remain confidential. You can also see completed sessions 
and upcoming sessions for each learner.



The Profile shows your information.

The Hours tab shows your session hours and  your earnings.

At the bottom of this page, you’ll find a digital copy of the latest Tutor Handbook as well 
as copies of our key policies. Please make sure that you read these carefully.



Go to the Calendar and click on the day you want to add a session.

Complete the information and click Submit.

Adding 1:1 Sessions to Teachworks



If your session repeats, click Repeat and add the details of the repeating sessions.

Your session(s) will now appear on your calendar.



Once the session has taken place, click on the session in the Calendar and select Complete.

Confirm that the date and times are correct (change them if the session was altered) and 
then select the correct Status under the name of the learner (it is set to Scheduled by 
default but will need to be changed to show attendance).



You can also add any notes here, if you wish.

Internal notes  can be seen by you, Lesley, Sally & Sue only.

Shared notes will be emailed automatically to the learner’s parents if you tick the box.

Click Submit at the bottom to confirm.



Creating an Invoice

Click on the Invoice tab, then Create invoice.

Choose the dates for the invoice to start/end and make sure that your bank details appear in the 
Details/Instructions field.



Make sure that all sessions appear on the invoice preview.

Check that all sessions have been marked as Attended. If any are still marked Scheduled, go back
to your calendar and update the attendance. You will then need to run the invoice again.

If any sessions are marked as Absent (notified in advance), but you have still been credited with 
pay for these sessions, I will remove this when I check invoices.

For any sessions marked as Absent (without notice) please make sure that you have added a
note to the session to explain the circumstances, e.g. did you contact the family.

Click on Create invoice.

We will receive an email to let us know that you have submitted an invoice.


